Starting Torque Reduction of Direct Torque Control Based Synchronous Motor Using Simulated Annealing
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Abstract

The motion control of a container port on an industrial conveyor involves non-linear movement by varying the speed of the conveyor. The stability control of the conveyor system is in the starting current or starting torque of the synchronous motor. The starting performance of the motor requires rapid dynamics and precise regulation, hence the need of a direct control is becoming an urgent demand. A non-linear movement for the starting current of the motor can be effectively controlled through simulation. A synchronous motor is usually specified when constant speed and the power factor correction is required. However, subject to many loads, the starting current and starting torque heat up the fuse of the armature rotor and stator. Full state feedback control through simulation has been shown as not being able to stabilize a conveyor movement. Therefore, the need for direct control is important to stabilize the system. The starting current at a synchronous motor should be able to perform better, even for cases where the controlling parameter model was uncertain or changing over time. A reference of any controller model will be selected to stabilize the non-linear motion of the motor. Then the simulation studies will be performed to observe the performance with any controller on starting current of motor. A one objective simulated annealing will be used to optimize the system in decreasing a starting current synchronous motor.
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non-liner motor. Kemudian studi simulasi akan dilakukan untuk melihat performansi dengan pengontrol apapun pada arus start motor. Sebuah anil simulasi satu objektif akan digunakan untuk mengoptimalkan sistem dalam mengurangi motor sinkron arus start.

Kata kunci: Motor sinkron, Non linier, anil simulasi satu obyektif, torsi awal, model parameter.

INTRODUCTION

A conveyor system is used to move and transfer heavy objects either continuously or discontinuously especially in the heavy industry [Ghazi Abu Taher, 2012]. The main function of a good movement machine plane is distributing materials and working equipment in a horizontal direction. Operational performance characteristics of a conveyor plane include starting current, starting torque, acceleration and braking. The conveyor plane is the part that is used continuously and has a direct connection with the electric motor as shown in figure-1.

In first, the electric motor used to lift goods was a dc motor. The dc motor is called primary motor with a field current and armature current that can be controlled separately in a high speed [S. Mehta, 2011]. Therefore, it can be controlled without the help of an electronic circuit. A dc motor uses a starting torque to operate at a very high speed, Due to high a starting torque or starting current are high, although the fuse is easily tripped and the armature rotor-stator is very hot.

With developed methods on the field oriented control of induction motors, the load current and current gain can be controlled separately in moving a conveyor. Thus the use of a dc motor are displaced by an induction motor. The advantages of an induction motor is that the construction and maintenance costs are relatively cheaper compared to a dc motor. But the drawback of the most prominent induction motors on a starting current is poor and the characteristic of the induction motor is a large overshoot at start [M.S. Aspalli, 2012]. So, a tool control is needed for the starting current of induction motor. This uses direct line starting, Y-Delta starting and autotransformer.

Figure 1 Conversion model of electro-mechanic

One of the typical problems in synchronous motor is to decrease the starting current in a mathematical model of the investigated systems. Most mathematical model algorithms are focused on finding a smooth starting current. Most real engineering system optimization problems are multi-objective in nature, since they have several parameters.
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and objectives that must be considered and satisfied simultaneously. The study by Suman and kumar showed that a new algorithm based on multi-objective optimization algorithm for a model structure selection proposed is a multi-objective optimization using simulated annealing [Kumar, 2009]. This research analyses a starting current on synchronous motor using a multi-objective simulated annealing with vector control. Therefore, a line starting current of synchronous motor can be controlled accurately.

In this paper, a simulated annealing method is developed to determine the optimization response and starting torque in the proposed assembled starting current to a synchronous motor. The periodic starting torque and current part in figure-2 are regarded as signal guides that are sequentially connected to the rotor-stator armature, as shown in figure-3. The stator-rotor armature is modelled by a synchronous motor for transmission a conveyer belt, while starting current guides are modelled by a synchronous motor to start up the computation. In contrast to the aforementioned studies, the starting torque with a synchronous motor modelled characteristic circuit will be kept while the starting current of the current signal guides will be eliminated eventually. The response and starting current of the current signal guides can be obtained by post-processing.

![Figure 2 Signal of a starting torque and current](http://jurnal.umt.ac.id/index.php/jt/index)

The proposed machine is of the cylindrical rotor design, without taking into consideration the effects of saturation, slotting, eddy current, damper windings, and harmonics. The voltage equations of the machine for the three-phase stator windings and the two rotor windings in the rotor reference frame can be easily in figure-3.
Figure 3 Synchronous motor of an equivalent circuit

The electrical torque produced by the rotor takes into consideration the interaction offered by these field winding. This is deduced from first principles by writing the equation of the co-energy of this multiply excited coil system and differentiating the resulting equation with respect to the rotor angle $\theta$. The instantaneous torque equation is transformed to the rotor reference frame and the final torque equation is written as (Amin Mahmoudi, 2013):

$$T_e = 1.5 * P * L_m (i_f1, i_q - i_f2, i_d)$$

(1)

The equation of motion can be written as:

$$T_e = J * (d\omega_r/dt) + B.*\omega_r + T_L$$

(2)

1. **Mathematical Model of Synchronous Motor**

Development of the machine model through the understanding of physics of the machine is the key requirement for any type of electrical machine control. For this study, a surface type permanent magnet synchronous motor is used for the investigation model. The development of those models are under the assumptions as below [Ion Boldea, 2011]:

(i) A Three-phase motor is symmetrical
(ii) Only a fundamental harmonic of the magneto motive force (mmf) is taken into account
(iii) The spatially distributed stator and rotor winding are replaced by a concentrated coil
(iv) A isotropy effects, magnetic saturation, iron losses, and eddy currents are not taken into consideration
(v) The coil resistance and reactance are assumed to be constant
(vi) In many cases, especially when it is considered steady state, the currents and voltages are assumed to be sinusoidal
(vii) The thermal effect for permanent magnets are omitted

The synchronous motor model will be presented in space vector notation. This notation is very useful especially, when the analysis of the vector control are based on the technique.
of the AC machines. The space vector representation of the AC machine equations has been discussed in detail in a number of text books [Katalin Vincze, 2011].

2. Direct Torque Control

The name direct torque control is delivered by the fact that, on the basis of the errors between the reference and the estimated values of torque and flux, it is possible to directly control the inverter states without an inner current control loop as the vector control. The basic idea of this control on stator voltage vector equation of AC motor [Gunawan Dewantoro, 2011].

\[ U_s = R_s I_s + \frac{d\phi_s}{dt} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Making the assumption that the ohm voltage drop on the stator resistor can be neglected, the equation for stator flux vector takes the form:

\[ \phi_s = \int (U_s) \, dt \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

It can be said that the stator voltage vector has directly influence the control stator flux vector. Using a three phase voltage source inverter to supply the AC motor, there are six non-zero vectors and two zero voltage vectors.

3. Simulated Annealing

As mentioned earlier, the Archived One Objective Simulated Annealing algorithm is based on the principle of Simulated Annealing [Wu Zhihong, 2011]. In this research, at a given Torque (\(\tau\)), a new state \(s\) is selected with the probability

\[ P_q = 1 / (V(q, \delta) - V(s, \delta)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where \(q\) is the current state and \(V(q, \delta)\) and \(V(s, \delta)\) are the corresponding energy values of \(s\) and \(q\) respectively. Note that the above equation automatically ensures that the probability value lies in between 0 and 1. The Archived Multi Objective Simulated Annealing incorporates the concept of an Archive where the non dominated solution seen so far are stored. In (5), the use of an unconstrained Archive size to reduce the loss of diversity is discussed in detail. In our approach, we have kept the archive size limited since only a limited number of well distributed Pareto-Optimal solutions are needed. Two limits are kept on the size of the Archive: a hard or strict limit denoted by Hard Law, and a soft limit denoted by Slow Law. During the process, the non-dominated solutions are stored in the archive as when they are generated until the size of the Archive increases to Slow Law. Thereafter, if more non dominated solutions are generated, these are added to the archive, The size of the switch is thereafter reduced to Hard Law by applying clustering.

METHODOLOGY

In the proposed model an intelligent combination of PI-DTC controller, tap input and a multi-objective optimization approach is proposed. Figure-4 shows a block diagram of the optimal performance control model, where \(x_{des}\) and \(x\) are desired and actual position responses respectively. \(e(x)\) is the system error and \(u(x)\) is the control input force. Based
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on the actual displacement and regular displacement responses, simulated annealing finds optimal PI-DTC gains which are proportional to $K_p$ and integral $K_i$ gains. The control input $u(t)$ can be written as

$$u(t) = K_p e(t) + K_i \int e(t) \, dt$$

(6)

The optimum solution can be obtained using a proper fitness function. In this research, a new fitness function to minimize the sum of absolute error is considered as

$$S = \sum_{j=1}^{T_s} |X_j + l_x \sin \theta_j - X_{dref}|$$

(7)

Where $T_s$ is the time of simulation, $j$ is $j$-th sample time of the simulation, $X_j$ is the absolute value of the position output in the time interval of $j$, and $\theta_j$ is the absolute value of starting in the time interval of $j$. $S$ is inspired by the actual position of payload and can be minimized by allocating different values for $K_p$ and $K_i$ based on starting and position formulas in the simulated annealing described in equations (6) and (7). Conceptually, simulated annealing tries to find the optimum gains of PI-DTC controller to have the minimum error signal similar to an experienced operator who can move the conveyor. To simulate the tapped, a new design utilizing delay units, gain units, tap angle, intelligent switch and absolute value block is proposed to produce the tap command for every input automatically. Previously, gain-delay units were utilized to tap a command for non-linear models.

Figure 4 Simulated Annealing tuned PI-DTC control model

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In these results, the control model are implemented and analyzed with the simulation model environment of the conveyor system and the corresponding results are presented. The Simulink is utilized to implement the starting torque and current to a synchronous motor with a conveyor load. The simulation time is set to 10 s and the fitness function is computed at each iteration until a predefined value of iteration is reached. The PI – DTC - SA controller and optimal performance PI controller are simulated based on the obtained gains to move the conveyor to the starting current position in figure 5. Figure-6 a and b show output simulation results of the starting torque and current to a synchronous motor, respectively. It can be shown that the optimal performance of a PI-DTC-SA control model needs less effort of an actuator compared to PI-DTC-SA control model. Moreover, the proposed tap-switching design has taped the control signal of a PI
controller in both falling and rising edges properly. It can be shown that for both starting torque and current, the proposed control model provides better position response performance as compared to a PI-DTC-SA controller. With the proposed controller, the position response showed no overshoot in both directions of the conveyor, lower starting current values, and faster settling time which is nearly half of the PI–DTC-SA controller.

![Figure 5](http://jurnal.umt.ac.id/index.php/jt/index)

**Figure 5** starting torque and current signal control

![Figure 6](http://jurnal.umt.ac.id/index.php/jt/index)

(a) Torque of synchronous motor

(b) Current of synchronous motor

**Figure 6** a and b Starting torque and current signal output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Speed (Rpm)</th>
<th>Torque (Nm)</th>
<th>Current (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Conventional direct torque control</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Simulated annealing optimization with direct torque control</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Results of starting a synchronous motor

An analysis research was performed on a lab-mechanic – electro a conveyor as shown.
in figure-1 to verify the simulation results. The conveyor is equipped with 3 incremental encoders to measure the position of the track in X and Y directions, position of payload in Z direction, and the payload conveyor in X and Y directions. Similar parameters were used in the simulation including input tap switching parameters and controller gains applied to the conveyor. Figure-6 a and b show control signals for the starting torque and current respectively. The results verified that the starting torque and current to a synchronous motor control needs less analysis effort compared to a PI-DTC controller. Moreover, the control signal is smoother. The analysis position responses of both control model for starting torque and current are shown in figure-5 respectively. The results also verified the optimal PI–DTC gives better performance in the position response.

CONCLUSION

This research presents an simulated annealing to reducing the starting current for synchronous motor with optimization methods. From the simulation results that has been done, it can concluded that:

1. Setting synchronous motor starting torque with a combination of direct torque control (DTC) and proportional integrated (PI) control have a pretty good dynamic response. It can be seen from the actual torque that follows the conventional torque of the synchronous motor and PI–DTC-SA control with simulated annealing with an efficiency of 96.5 %.

2. In direct torque control, inverter switching directly controls the synchronous motor parameters, namely by using the stator voltage feedback control, flux, and torque with forecasts that are controlled by the direct torque control.

3. The optimization losses using simulated annealing to reduce starting torque and current to a synchronous motor with PI–DTC-SA control had an efficiency of 4.1 %.
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